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Itu2019s getting more interesting to the bamboo boys but it irritates their leader oshakuro he knows the danger that this will bring in a fit of rage he destroys the
camera and the video telling his boys to build a pyre at the base of the crosses the boys do as they are told and the entire contents of the journalist bags were dumped
at their feet the pyre covered in palm wine as oshakuro lit a match the spectacle went up quickly the women screaming as the smoke and fire consumed them the
smell of charred flesh filling the forest with their screams
The blind woman is the only one left but she doesnu2019t understand whatu2019s happened she can smell the cooking flesh and has heard the screams so she is
sufficiently terrified but to what end she does not know oshakuro ordered his boys to release the blind woman from the cage and give her clothes to put on while they
asked her to leave of her own free will it is like a dream to the boys of bamboo to see their leader change his mind for the first time in freeing a female hostage to let
one go then oshakuro took his rifle and as soon as the woman stepped foot outside the perimeter he shot her in the back and she fell dead they burned her with the
others that night
Chapter 18
The war is about to begin as kakure has returned with his little baby boy on his back he is fully loaded with the ammunition he stole from the bamboo boys moreover
he is not alone having found those who were hiding he has assembled them together and they are willing to make a stand to get back their home form these terrorists
bamboo village has too long been theirs to command and the people left behind have finally seen and felt enough
Others come from outside bamboo to aid security officers and different investigators are all trooping into the village they too are fully loaded with ammunition due to
what they have heard from the people concerning those terrorists who claim to be the face of bamboo different media outlets have also arrived staying with security to
tell the tale and to find out just what has happened to their investigators this is going to be a long day for the people in the city of bamboo an even longer day for the
bamboo boys if they donu2019t surrender
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